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OVERVIEW

1. The within application must be dismissed. The notice of application bears the

name of one applicant, but in fact, it is the Council of Canadians (the "Council") that is

attempting to challenge the election results in seven electoral districts, purportedly under

the provisions of the Canada Elections Act, S.C. 2000, c.9 (the "Act's. The Council,

however, has no standing to make such a challenge.

2. The seven applications bear all the hallmarks of champerty and maintenance:

(a) The Council has no interest in the litigation as only an "elector" may contest

the results of an election pursuant to the Act;

(b) The Council's involvement is for the improper motive of attacking only

Conservatives, consistent with their very vocal opposition of and malice

towards the Conservative Party of Canada (the "Conservatives" or the

"Conservative Party");
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(c) Each applicant admits having knowledge, as of Election day, of alleged

wrongdoing being perpetrated in their electoral district (the "Riding"), but

each made the determination not to challenge the results of the election.

It took the overt intervention of the Council — including its soliciting of

participation, its retaining legal counsel and its drafting of a boilerplate claim

to which each applicant lent his or her name — to prompt the applicants to

seek a remedy under section 531(2) of the Act. As legal proceedings were

filed a full 10 months after the Election it is clear that the applicants were

not otherwise disposed to assert the claims which the Council is now

pursuing;

(d) The impetus for the applications was the "wanton or officious intermeddling"

of the Council. The Council has publicly acknowledged that it has

orchestrated each and every step of the litigation as it provided legal

counsel, commissioned "evidence" and made all decisions in respect of it;

(e) The Council is pushing litigation in the face of certain failure, given that the

applications were brought out of time and fail to allege that any conduct

"affect[ed] the result of the election" in any of the seven Ridings being

challenged. Such conduct is improper and an abuse of process; and

(fl The Council is overtly raising money for itself on its website, under the

auspices of "protection" of "democracy" while referencing these

applications.

3. The Council, and its National Chairperson, Maude Barlow ("Barlow") freely admit

the antipathy they feel towards the Conservative Party. Barlow has been a virulent critic of

Prime Minister Harper ("PM Harper") and the Conservatives since at least 2004 and

examples of her denouncing the Conservatives in print, at rallies, over the airwaves, or on

the Internet are legion. The Council as a whole has been equally busy attacking the

Conservatives. Based on a review of this voluminous evidence, taken primarily from the

Council and Barlow's own public statements, it is evident that the Council's "business
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plan" is to leverage anti-Conservative sentiment in order raise money and continue to

employ professional agitators like Ms. Barlow.

4. The applications are a prime example of the Council "stirring up strife" and litigation

in others in circumstances where the Council did not have standing to assert the right to

contest the results of the election consistent with the provisions of Part 20 of the Act. The

Council's motive in sponsoring the applications is to attack its political enemy, the

Conservative Party, rather than to assist citizens in asserting extant, legitimate legal

rights. The Council's conduct is improper, unseemly and a clear abuse of this Honourable

Court's process.

5. The Council is abusing the access to the Courts that section 524 of the Act affords

legitimate elector applicants. The applications have been brought solely to provide the

Council with a platform to criticize Conservatives, who the Council views as its enemy.

6. The Council engineered the applications and its fingerprints are all over the

litigation that has ensued. The Council is clearly an officious intermeddler: providing

counsel to the applicants (Steven Shrybman ("Shrybman"), who is also on the Council

Board of Directors and is himself an avowed adversary of the Conservatives),

commissioning the "evidence" on which the applicants seek to rely, and determining the

direction of the litigation.

7. The Council is also raising funds in relation to the seven applications through a

page on its website entitled "Democracy 24/7". This is overt champerty.

8. The Council's Executive Director, Gary Neil ("Neil"), admits that the Council

selected the Ridings for the legal challenges the Council now advances, but claims that

the deciding factor was the "relatively small" margin by which the election in each Riding

was decided. The deceit in this explanation is completely transparent as all seven

applications are brought in Ridings where the Conservative candidate received the most

votes on Election day, and the fact is that there were 21 ridings where the margin of

victory for non-Conservative candidates was less than the plurality in Vancouver
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Island North, one of the Ridings the Council attempts to impugn through these

applications

9. The Council's motive in targeting only Conservatives is equally transparent — it

seeks to attempt to damage the Conservative "brand" through unfounded assertions

which are in no way connected to any remedy under Part 20 of the Act. As each

application advanced by the Council is clearly out of time and utterly devoid of material

facts which could possibly result in a remedy that would contest the results of the election

in the seven Ridings, the Court must dismiss the application and deprive the Council of a

continuing platform to make political statements which are not legitimately connected to

any proper court process.

10. For these reasons, this application ought to be summarily dismissed pursuant to

section 531(1) of the Act, without delay, on the basis that it is frivolous, vexatious and an

abuse of process.

PART I -FACTS

11. Canada's 41St General Election (the "Election") was held on May 2, 2011.

12. The applicants have challenged the election result in seven (7) electoral districts

(the "Ridings"). Each application is purportedly brought pursuant to section 524 of the Act

which provides:

524(1) Any elector who was eligible to vote in an electoral district, and any
candidate in an electoral district, may, by application to a competent court,
contest the election in that electoral district on the grounds that

(a) under section 65 the elected candidate was not eligible to be a
candidate; or

(b) there were irregularities, fraud or corrupt or illegal practices that
affected the result of the election.

13. The applications are brought by "electors" in name only. The true applicant, the

Council, is an activist group with a longstanding animus against the Conservative Party.
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enlisted the applicants to serve as its surrogates. This is a textbook example of champerty

and maintenance.

The Council instigated and is funding the applications

15. The Council engineered the applications and its fingerprints are all over the

litigation that has ensued. In late February 2012, the Council made a public appeal for

Canadians to come forward with "evidence of dirty tricks in the last federal election" and

promised that the Council would "provide the tools and the support needed to exercise

[voters'] rights to the fullest".

Reference Affidavit of Peter J. Henein, sworn May 22, 2012 ["Henein
Affidavit"] at pars. 33

16. The Council's Executive Director, Neil, publically sought to recruit applicants for

court challenges. In doing so, the Council revealed that it had already retained legal

counsel and that its intention was to take the so-called "robocall" issue to the courts — in

advance of having any evidence that "robocalls" "affected the result of the election" in any

electoral district in Canada. To find the putative applicants for its section 524 applications,

the Council solicited electors through an on-line form which asked whether the elector

would be willing to provide a "sworn affidavit, to support a court case seeking a new

election..."

Reference Henein Affidavit at paras. 34-36 and 41-42

17. Neil predicted to a national television audience that there would be "20 or 25

people" in "critical ridings" who would wish to go to court and claim they were "victim[s]

of... robocall[s]." Yet the Council only recruited nine electors in seven Ridings who were

willing to be the putative applicants —eight of which in fact voted in the Election. The

Council demonstrated its intention to initiate the applications regardless of the response

that it received from electors.

Reference Henein Affidavit at pars. 35
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18. The Council selected the Ridings where its challenge to the results of the election

would be brought. On March 27, 2012, one day after the last of the applications were filed

in this Court, Neil stated in a press release that the Council "selected these

ridings...because the margin of victory in each was relatively small".

Reference Henein Affidavit at pars. 38

19. Neil did not mention that the Ridings "selected" by the Council were all won by the

Conservative Party or that there were 21 ridings won by non-Conservative candidates

with a smaller margin of victory than the respondent Minister John Duncan ("Duncan")

achieved in Vancouver Island North.

Reference Henein Affidavit at pars. 38

20. Much like a political party, but without being subject to the restrictive donor rules

that apply to political parties, the Council has been raising money through a variety of

vehicles fuelled by anti-Conservative sentiment. These court applications are one such

vehicle.

Reference Henein Affidavit at pars. 104-106

21. The Council is using the applications as a fundraising tool through a page on its

website www.canadians.org (the "Website") entitled "Democracy 24/7", seeking

contributions to the "Democracy 24-7 Legal Fund". The funds are to "directly help to

support crucial legal actions now underway to annul the election results in seven federal

ridings." As such, the Council is able to share in the "proceeds" of the litigation before the

applications are decided, given that the funds raised go to the Council and are thereby

unaccounted for.

Reference Henein Affidavit at pars. 46

The Council is directly controlling the applications

22. The Council has an overarching involvement in all seven of the applications. It has

solicited people to commence the applications, solicited affidavit evidence from
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non-parties, and sought funding for the applications themselves. Further, the Council has

regularly made, and continues to regularly make public statements about the challenge of

the Election that the Council is, in its own words, "sponsoring" and "supporting".

Reference Henein Affidavit at pars. 51-53

23. To maintain total control over the applications the Council retained Shrybman as

counsel for all seven applications. Shrybman is a Board member of the Council and he

has acted on numerous other Council-sponsored legal challenges. He is also an

outspoken and vociferous critic of the Conservative Party, and frequently states,

publishes, blogs, and tweets these views to the public.

Reference Henein Affidavit at paras. 49-50 and 69-79

24. The Council itself has also commissioned supposed evidence from Frank Graves

("Graves"), the founder of EKOS Research Associates Inc. In addition, the Council

prepared and publically released an affidavit from Bob Penner, President and CEO of

Strategic Communications and noted that "the Council... intends to present it as evidence

in support of [the] applications."

Reference Henein Affidavit at paras. 54-58

The Council targeted the Conservative Party

25. Federal authorities have already indicated that they do not consider that the

alleged "robocalls" affected the integrity of the Election results. Specifically Marc

Mayrand, Chief Electoral Officer, Elections Canada, stated to Parliament in March 2012

that he stands by the results of the Election across the country. The Commissioner of

Canada Elections has also stated that there was no conduct reported that would bring

into question the integrity of the Election results overall or the result in a particular riding.

Reference Henein Affidavit at paras. 59-62

26. Despite this, the Council has chosen to pursue these applications only in ridings

where the candidate for the Conservative Party was successful. The Council has
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completely ignored other ridings in which allegations of "dirty tricks" have been made

which impugn other political parties, or where candidates other than Conservatives were

successfu I.

Reference Henein Affidavit at paras.60 and 92-103

27. The Council's focus on Ridings where Conservative candidates received the most

votes, to the exclusion of ridings won by non-Conservative candidates where "robocalls"

were reported, can be explained by the Council's long-standing animus towards PM

Harper and the Conservative Party.

Reference Henein Affidavit at pars. 60

The Council's political agenda and "outside the ballot box"electoral action

28. For nearly a decade the Council, and its chair, Barlow, have been outspoken critics

of PM Harper and the Conservative Party. There is overwhelming evidence of this in

the public pronouncements of Barlow, Shrybman, Neil and Fred Wilson (another Council

director).

Reference Henein Affidavit at paras. 63 (with respect to Barlow
statements), 69-79 (with respect to Shrybman
statements), 80-82 (with respect to Neil statements) and
83-89 (with respect to Wilson statements)

29. The Council and Barlow are now attempting to add court challenges to their activist

arsenal — initiating the applications herein through champerty and maintenance despite

having no right or standing to do so.

30. The Council has strong ties to the NDP and the labour movement leadership

dating back to at least the 1980's.

Reference Henein Affidavit at paras. 20 and 31-32

31. The Council has been extremely vocal about their desire for the NDP to supplant

the Conservatives as the ruling party. During the Election, the Council's director, Wilson,

described his belief that the present electoral circumstances represented a
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once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to establish an NDP government. Since that time, the

Council has worked assiduously towards that objective.

Reference Henein Affidavit at pars. 26

32. The day after the last federal election, the Council's official blog ran the following

headline: "ELECTION 2011: Extra-parliamentary opposition needed more than ever".

That entry began, "The results are in and Conservative leader Stephen Harper has

secured a majority government... And civil society organizations like the Council of

Canadians will need to rise to this new challenge and play a critical role in mobilizing

public opinion and community action as the extra-parliamentary opposition..." It

concluded, "Now that Harper has his majority, under his fixed election date law Canada

will next go to the polls in October 2015. Between now and then we'll need to think

outside the (ballot) box, rise to the challenge, and continue to fight for the Canada we

want."

Reference Henein Affidavit at pars. 108

33. While the Council is within its rights to pursue political goals as it wishes, it is

improper for them to use this Honourable Court's process and the provisions of the Act

not applicable to the Council as a platform for blatantly partisan activities. That is exactly

what the Council has done with these applications by "stirring up strife" and enlisting

surrogates to pursue remedies under Part 20 of the Act that the Council cannot pursue

itself.

Reference Henein Affidavit at pars. 16

34. The Council wishes to take issue with the majority Conservative government that

resulted from Canada's 41St General Election and is going to great lengths — including

abusing the Court's processes — to overturn that result, and along with it the will of the

electorate as expressed through the democratic process.

35. The Council's actions and political activism, described above, and in particular the

commencement and control of the applications, have allowed the Council to challenge

the Conservative Party in the political arena without any of the restrictions placed on
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political parties by the Act. For example, the Council is fundraising for political activities,

but it is not bound by the Act.

Reference Henein Affidavit at para. 104

The applications are clearly out of time and have no chance of success

36. The Council knew of the allegation of "robocalls" even before the election date,

including Shrybman who tweeted about "harassing calls" and "dirty tricks" at the polls on

April 26, 2011. Furthermore, the fact of the existence of robocolls during the Election was

widely reported during the course of Election campaign itself as well as the day before

the Election when CBC reported that Elections Canada was warning voters to ignore

false information about polling station changes.

Reference Henein Affidavit at paras. 110-111

37. There were similar reports immediately after the Election. These reports alleged

"dirty tricks" in several ridings across Canada, perpetrated by persons supposedly

affiliated with the Conservative Party and the Liberal Party.

Reference Henein Affidavit at paras. 99-102

38. Time limits for contesting an election are governed by section 527 of the Act which

provides that:

An application based on a ground set out in paragraph 524(1)(b) must be
filed within 30 days after the later of

(a) the day on which the result of the contested election is published in the
Canada Gazette, and

(b) the day on which the applicant first knew or should have known of the
occurrence of the alleged irregularity, fraud, corrupt practice or illegal
practice.

39. The election results for the seven Ridings were published in the Canada Gazette

between May 17, 2011 and May 26, 2011.
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Reference Henein Affidavit at para. 113

40. Notwithstanding the misinformation allegedly received, eight of the nine applicants

successfully voted in the Election: Jeff Reid, Peggy Walsh Craig, Ken Ferance, Kay

Burkhart, Yvonne Kafka, Sandra McEwing, Bill Kerr and Thomas John Parlee.

Reference Henein Affidavit at para. 114

41. Notwithstanding that each applicant possessed information regarding an alleged

"irregularit[y], fraud or corrupt or illegal practice" on or by May 2, 2011, none of the

applicants filed a challenge within 30 days of publication of the election results in their

Riding.

Reference Henein Affidavit at pars. 115

42. The applicants from Nipissing-Timiskaming did not participate in the judicial

recount in that Riding nor did the applicant from Elmwood-Transcona participate in a June

2011 election challenge that Riding.

Reference Henein Affidavit at pars. 116

43. The seven applications to challenge these Conservative wins were not filed by

Shrybman until late March 2012 —more than 10 months after the Election and more than

eight months after the time accorded for an election challenges.

Reference Henein Affidavit at pars. 117

44. It is evident that the applicants were not disposed to assert their legal rights but for

the intervention of a third party, the Council.

PART II - ISSUES

45. The issues on this motion are as follows:

(a) This is a textbook example of champerty and maintenance; and
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(b) Further, the applications are inherently directed at political matters which

are not justiciable.

PART III - ARGUMENT

A. THIS IS TEXTBOOK CHAMPERTY AND MAINTENANCE

(1) Champerty and Maintenance Defined

46. There are six key hallmarks of champerty and maintenance:

i) Involvement in litigation of others in which the "maintainer" has no interest;

ii) Involvement is for an improper motive, often described as "wanton or

officious intermeddling";

iii) Plaintiff/applicant otherwise not disposed to assert legal rights;

iv) Assistance rendered to one or the other parties is without justification or

excuse;

v) Involvement of "maintainer" is an abuse of process; and

vi) For champerty to exist, the "maintainer" must share in the proceeds of the

litigation.

47. This case bears all these hallmarks.

48. In McIntyre Estate v. Ontario (Attorney General), 2002 CarswellOnt 2880 (C.A.),

(2002), 61 O.R. (3d) 257 (C.A.) ("McIntyre Estate"), the Court of Appeal for Ontario

described maintenance as follows:

Maintenance is directed against those who, for an improper motive,
often described as wanton or officious intermeddling, become
involved with disputes (litigation) of others in which the maintainer
has no interest whatsoever and where the assistance he or she
renders to one or the other parties is without justification or
excuse...

The courts have made clear that a person's motive is a proper
consideration and, indeed, determinative of the question whether
conduct or an arrangement constitutes maintenance or champerty.
It is only when a person has an improper motive which motive may
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include, but is not limited to, "officious intermeddling" or "stirring up
strife", that a person will be found to be a maintainer. [Emphasis
added]

Reference McIntyre Estate v. Ontario (Attorney General), 2002
CarswellOnt 2880 (C.A.), (2002), 61 O.R. (3d) 257 (C.A.)
at pars. 26.

49. Champerty is a form of maintenance with the added ingredient that the maintainer

shares in the proceeds of the litigation.

Reference McIntyre Estate, ibid. at pars. 34.

50. In Amstead Industries Inc. v. Wire Rope Industries Ltd., the Federal Court of

Appeal canvassed the law of champerty and maintenance going back to the early 20th

century. The Court cited several definitions including Goodman v. The King [1929] S.C.R.

446 (S.C.C.) which adopted this definition of maintenance:

Maintenance is the officious assistance by money or otherwise, proferred
by a third party to either party to a suit, in which he himself has no legal
interest, to enable them to prosecute or defend it.

[It must be] clear that there is no maintenance unless there is an improper
up rpose of a malicious or officious nature.

Reference 1990 CarswellNat 1040 at pars. 4 (F.C.A.)

51. Black's Law Dictionary, 9th Edition, defines "officious intermeddler" as follows:

A person who confers a benefit on another without being requested or
having a legal duty to do so, and who therefore has no legal grounds to
demand restitution for the benefit conferred.

Reference Black's Law Dictionary, 9'h Edition (United States: West
Publishing) at page 1195

52. As outlined herein, the Council is a classic "officious intermeddler" —with no

interest in these applications.

53. The evidence of the Council's conduct in these applications is clear:

(i) The Council has intermeddled in the litigation of others in which it has

no interest. As it does not have standing to challenge election results
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pursuant to section 524 of the Act, the Council has enlisted the

applicants to do so as its surrogates. It has orchestrated a

methodical campaign in which it planned election challenges (prior to

having any evidence), selected Ridings, recruited participants,

retained counsel (one of its own directors), instructed counsel, and

commissioned evidence. The Council is not entitled to access the

courts in this way as it cannot seek a remedy pursuant to Part 20 of

the Act. The Council therefore seeks to do indirectly what it cannot

do directly;

(ii) The Council's involvement is for an improper motive, namely

attacking its political foes, PM Harper and the Conservative Party.

The Council has been extremely vocal in its opposition to the

Conservatives and has expressed, on numerous occasions, that it

wishes to topple the majority government that Canadians elected on

May 2, 2011, and that it would prefer NDP rule. Despite having no

entitlement under the Act to do so, the Council is attempting to

accomplish their political goals through the courts, via the seven

applicants they have enlisted as proxies. This conduct is

unquestionably motivated by strong animus towards PM Harper and

the Conservatives —whom the Council routinely excoriates at rallies,

on television, on their website and in blogs and tweets;

(iii) It is clear that but for the officious intermeddling of the Council, the

applicants would not have initiated the applications herein. The

applicants each had information regarding alleged "irregularities,

fraud or corrupt or illegal practices" but were not disposed to initiate

legal challenges after the Election. It was only after the Council that

"stirred up strife" and arranged for the applications to be brought that

these applications notionally joined the election challenges the

Council had already envisioned and subsequently planned. In these

circumstances, the Council also cannot hide behind their surrogates
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days of "widespread" media reports of robocalls. These reports

occurred long before February of 2012 and, further, Shrybman was

tweeting about such allegations during the Election campaign;

(iv) It is a clear abuse of process to use the Courts under the guise of a

legitimate challenge to election results. The Courts cannot

countenance the blatant champerty and maintenance which the

Council has pursued; and

(v) The Council is sharing in the "proceeds" of the litigation as it is raising

money directly to "support" the applications herein. These

fundraising dollars are unaccounted for. The Council's business

model is to raise money by raising strife, but this is highly

inappropriate and improper when a court proceeding is the vehicle

with which to raise the funds, and the particular court process is one

which does not permit standing to the Council in any event.

(2) Applicants otherwise not disposed to assert legal rights

54. In order to find that "maintenance" exists, the applicant or plaintiff must have been

otherwise not disposed to enforce its legal rights, but for the officious intermeddling of the

alleged maintainer.

Reference Buday et al v. Locator of Missing Heirs Inc., 1993
CarswellOnt 480 (C.A.), (1993), at paras. 29-32.

Reference Operation 1 Inc. v. Phillips, 2004 CarswellOnt 5437
(O.S.C.), [2004] O.J. No. 5290 (S.C.) at pars. 32

55. In Stetson Oil &Gas Ltd. v. Thomas Weisel Partners Canada Inc., the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice considered whether it had always been the intention of a plaintiff

to commence proceedings, or whether the plaintiff would not have sued but for the

intervention of the alleged champertor.
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Reference Stetson Oil & Gas Ltd. v. Thomas Weisel Partners
Canada Inc., [2009] O.J. No. 1264 (S.C.J. — Commercial
List)

56. The plaintiff corporation, Stetson, was involved in litigation against the defendant

corporation, Weisel. However, because of Weisel's alleged misconduct, Stetson did not

have the funds necessary to maintain certain leases that were the subject of the litigation.

Stetson raised the proceeds for maintaining the leases through a private placement. The

placement involved the issuance of units of one common share and one share purchase

warrant. Further, all common shareholders would receive a preferred share that would

entitle its holder to receive the proceeds from the litigation. This arrangement was

challenged by the defendant as champerty. Justice Lederman found no fault with the

arrangement, stating that "Stetson was always disposed to commence the current

proceedings against [Weisel]."

Reference Stetson, Ibid. at pars. 12

57. The actions or inactions of the supposed applicants are important in these

applications. Far from "always [being] disposed" to commence proceedings, the

applicants showed no interest for 10 months until the officious intermeddling of the

Council. Besides the delay in advancing the applications, the applicants do not explain, at

all, how supposed events in their particular Ridings affected the result of the election in

those Ridings. Instead, they simply lend their name to the Council, who then use the

applications to pursue their own political agenda.

(3) Abuse of Process

58. Ultimately the mischief that the Court seeks to prevent against is abuse of its

processes and denigration of the administration of justice. As stated by Justice O'Connor

in McIntyre Estate:

The fundamental aim of the law of champerty and maintenance has
always been to protect the administration ofjustice from abuse. However,
over time, that which has been considered to be champerty and
maintenance has evolved. As they have done with many other common
law concepts, the courts have shaped the rules relating to champerty and
maintenance to accommodate changing circumstances and the current
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requirements for the proper administration of justice. In Giles v.
Thompson, supra, at 360, Lord Mustill described this process as follows:

As Steyn LJ has demonstrated, the law of maintenance and
champerty has not stood still, but has accommodated itself to
changing times: as indeed it must if it is to retain any useful
purpose.... I believe that the law on maintenance and champerty
can best be kept in forward motion by looking to its origins as a
principle of public policy designed to protect the purity of justice
and the interests of vulnerable litigants.

Reference McIntyre Estate, ibid. at pars. 32

(4) Decisions in the class action context do not derogate from rule against
champerty and maintenance

59. There have been two recent class action-related decisions that have addressed

the issue of champerty. In both of those cases, a third party company offered to indemnify

the plaintiff in regards to any potential adverse costs award in exchange for a percentage

of the proceeds of the litigation. Both these cases focus on the policy considerations

underlying class action proceedings, but do not alter the law that champerty and

maintenance done in furtherance of an improper motive is deserving of court sanction.

60. In the first decision, Metzler Investment GmbH v. Gildan Activewear Inc., the Court

found that third party funding agreements are not, per se, champertous. In order to

determine whether such arrangements were champertous required an examination of the

conduct of the parties involved together with the propriety of the motive of the alleged

champertor. The Court found that it was not improper for the plaintiff to reduce the risk of

an adverse costs award, however the court was unable to conclude that CFI's proposed

arrangement would not amount to over-compensation, and therefore could not declare

that the arrangement did not amount to champerty.

Reference Metzler Investment GmbH v. Gildan Activewear Inc.
(2009), 81 C.P.C. (6`h) 384 at 63 (S.C.J.).

61. In a subsequent decision, Dugal v. Manulife Financial Corp., the Ontario Superior

Court of Justice again engaged in the analysis of a funding arrangement with CFI. In that

case, CFI agreed to indemnify the plaintiffs against their exposure to potential adverse

costs awards in return fora 7%share of the proceeds of any recovery in the litigation. But
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the arrangement made clear that the representative plaintiffs instructed counsel on the

conducting of the litigation, not CFI.

Reference Dugal v. Manulife Financial Corp., 2011 O.N.S.C. 1785 at
6 (S.C.J.)

62. In approving the arrangement, Justice Strathy relied on the fact that the funding

arrangement would promote access to justice, which is a stated policy goal of the Class

Proceedings Act, and noted that there would be court supervision of the parties to the

agreement.

Reference Dugal, ibid. at pars. 33

63. Clearly the applications under the Act are not a class proceeding, the parties are

not being supervised by the court, and the named applicants are not the ones instructing

counsel. To the contrary, all the hallmarks are present in this case and the evidence

shows that the Council is actively engaged in champerty and maintenance with these

applications.

B. APPLICATIONS ARE INHERENTLY POLITICAL AND THEREFORE NOT
JUSTICIABLE

64. Disputes which are strictly political will not be heard by the Court as they are not

justiciable. When the courts have found themselves drawn into a political dispute, they

have declined to exercise jurisdiction. In Mackin v. New Brunswick (Minister of Justice), a

case that concerned a dispute overjudicial compensation, the Supreme Court of Canada

strongly approved the principle that steps must necessarily be taken "to ensure that the

judiciary would not let itself — or appear to let itself — be dragged onto the political stage

and at the same time jeopardize its independence".

Reference Mackin v. New Brunswick (Minister of Justice), 2002
CarswellN6 59, 2002 SCC 13 at pars. 10.

65. The Council is apolitically-minded group with ties to both the New Democratic

Party and leaders in the Labour movement. It is evident that the Council is using the

applications as a platform to attack the Conservatives.
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66. The Court must strike out these applications as requested in the within motion, to

avoid being dropped into a political debate which cannot be resolved by the Court, and

which is simply not justiciable in any event.

PART IV -ORDER SOUGHT

67. The moving party therefore respectfully requests that this Honourable Court

dismiss the application pursuant to section 531(1) of the Act on the basis that it is

frivolous, vexatious and an abuse of process.

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 22nd day of May, 2012.
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